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Abstract

Tsunamigenic earthquakes pose a large hazard in subduction zones, but it

is currently unclear in which - if any - tectonic setting they preferentially

occur. We compile the Subduction Nature & Interconnected Tsunamigenic

earthquake Characteristics (SNITCH) database with parameters on the geo-

dynamics, megathrust seismicity, and tsunami characteristics for tsunamis

caused by earthquakes in all subduction zones. We use a bivariate regression

analysis to detect possible relationships between the tsunamigenic earthquake

characteristics of a subduction zone and its interplate seismicity, as well as

its geometric, structural, and kinematic parameters. We focus our analysis

on the normalised number of tsunamigenic earthquakes Nt. The bivariate

analysis does not reveal any significant correlations between Nt and the seis-
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mogenic zone geometry of the megathrust. However, we do find correlations

between Nt and the megathrust seismicity and tectonic parameters charac-

terising a subduction zone. We employ a multivariate Fisher analysis on

the tectonic parameters to see which combinations best distinguish the sub-

duction zone segments in which relatively many and few tsunamis occurred.

We find that the type of margin (i.e., erosional or accretionary), the trench-

normal component of the subduction and convergence velocity, the amount of

sediments at the trench and the roughness of the incoming plate are the most

important parameters to achieve this. Therefore, tsunamigenic earthquakes

may be more prone to occur in tectonic settings where plates subduct rela-

tively fast beneath a sediment-starved, erosional margin. A complex, shallow

subduction interface, characterised by multiple faults and fractures that arise

at a margin with little trench sediments to smooth subducting plate topogra-

phy, could account for the larger number of tsunamigenic earthquakes. These

results could have implications for hazard assessment.

Keywords: tsunamis, earthquakes, tsunamigenic earthquakes, subduction

zones, multivariate statistics, tectonics

1. Introduction1

Tsunamigenic earthquakes are defined as earthquakes that cause tsunamis2

and usually occur on thrust faults in subduction zones. In the past decades,3

tsunamigenic earthquakes have greatly impacted society, with the most no-4

table events being the 2004 Mw 9.1–9.3 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake and5

resulting Indian Ocean tsunami, and the 2011 Mw 9.0 Tōhoku-Oki earth-6

quake and tsunami (e.g., Lay et al., 2005; Titov et al., 2005; Fujii et al.,7
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2011; Ozawa et al., 2011). During these large events, the megathrust typi-8

cally plays the most important role, as it provides the largest potential slip9

area, and is therefore capable of producing the largest earthquake with an10

accompanying tsunami. However, other faults than the megathrust, such as11

outer rise or splay faults, likely play an important role in tsunamigenesis as12

well (Fukao, 1979; Sibuet et al., 2007; Waldhauser et al., 2012; von Huene13

et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2017; Sladen and Trevisan, 2018). Since these faults14

have steeper dips than the megathrust, they can accommodate more vertical15

displacements for similar amounts of slip (Wendt et al., 2009). However, it is16

difficult to determine whether an earthquake ruptured along the megathrust17

or a splay fault, due to the uncertainty in earthquake and tsunami source18

localisation (Sibuet et al., 2007; Waldhauser et al., 2012).19

Tsunami earthquakes are a subset of tsunamigenic earthquakes (Satake20

and Tanioka, 1999; Satake, 2015). They are defined by their disproportion-21

ally large tsunami waves compared to their seismic waves (Kanamori, 1972).22

Other characteristics of tsunami earthquakes include their slow rupture ve-23

locity and long rupture duration (Kanamori, 1972). It is typically thought24

that they rupture the shallowest part of the subduction interface (Lay et al.,25

2012), where the rocks contain many fluids and are velocity-strengthening26

and compliant (Bilek and Lay, 1999; Faulkner et al., 2011; Sahakian et al.,27

2019). Since tsunami earthquakes could pose an even larger, unexpected haz-28

ard than regular tsunamigenic earthquakes, studies have typically focused on29

the possible mechanisms behind tsunami earthquakes and which type of sub-30

duction setting might be more prone to produce them (Polet and Kanamori,31

2000; Bilek and Lay, 2002; Geersen, 2019). Based on these studies, two32
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subduction zone parameters in particular are associated with tsunami earth-33

quakes: the amount of sediments at the trench and the roughness of the34

subducting plate.35

Tsunami earthquakes are typically associated with sediment-starved, ero-36

sional margins, because these settings can sustain very shallow slip due37

to their shallow frictional regime (Polet and Kanamori, 2000; Bilek, 2010;38

Geersen, 2019). However, it has also been suggested that sediment-rich mar-39

gins could promote several aspects typical for tsunami earthquakes. The40

lower rigidity and strength of sediments could for example facilitate the slow41

tsunami earthquake rupture (Polet and Kanamori, 2000). Similarly, the sud-42

den uplift of sediments in the unconsolidated accretionary wedge, which is43

typically larger in accretionary margins with large amounts of trench sedi-44

ments, during an earthquake could account for large vertical displacements45

of the water column (Seno, 2002; Tanioka and Seno, 2001).46

The degree of roughness of an incoming plate is defined by the size and dis-47

tribution of topographic features, such as seamounts, horst and graben struc-48

tures, and ridges. Generally, tsunami earthquakes are associated with rough49

incoming plates (Tanioka et al., 1997; Polet and Kanamori, 2000; Geersen,50

2019). For example, observations of past tsunami earthquakes, such as the51

1947 Offshore Poverty Bay and Tolaga Bay earthquakes, have shown that52

ruptures could be affected by seamounts (Bell et al., 2014). Most notably, it53

has been speculated that the low rupture velocities typically associated with54

tsunami earthquakes stem from rupture on a seamount (Bell et al., 2014).55

Other structural features on the incoming plate, such as subducting fracture56

zones (Robinson et al., 2006) or ridges (Gahalaut et al., 2010), have also been57
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proposed to influence the rupture and its velocity.58

The observed relationship between tsunami earthquakes, the amount of59

trench sediments in a subduction zone, and incoming plate roughness appears60

to be contrary to the relationship observed for large (Mw > 8.5) megath-61

rust earthquakes. Large megathrust earthquakes are typically associated62

with a smooth incoming plate and a large trench sediment thickness (Ruff,63

1989; Heuret et al., 2012; Wang and Bilek, 2014; Scholl et al., 2015; Brizzi64

et al., 2018; Van Rijsingen et al., 2018). However, it is unclear how tsunami-65

genic earthquakes, which include both tsunami earthquakes and some large66

megathrust earthquakes, are affected by trench sediments and incoming plate67

roughness. A global assessment, including statistics on the relationship be-68

tween tsunamigenic earthquakes and general subduction zone characteristics,69

is still missing.70

Here, we combine a subduction zone characteristics and megathrust seis-71

micity database with a tsunami database. For the first time, we provide a72

global overview of parameters playing a role in the tsunamigenic earthquake73

process. We investigate the relationships between tsunamigenic earthquakes,74

megathrust seismicity, and the tectonic setting of subduction zones. Us-75

ing bi- and multivariate statistical analyses, we identify subduction zone76

characteristics associated with the occurrence of tsunamigenic earthquakes.77

We find that fast-converging systems where an oceanic plate subducts at a78

sediment-starved, erosional margin are more prone to produce tsunamigenic79

earthquakes.80
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2. The SNITCH database81

We compile a database containing information on megathrust seismicity,82

seismogenic zone geometry, subduction zone tectonics, and tsunami events.83

We call this database the Subduction Nature & Interconnected Tsunamigenic84

earthquake Characteristics (SNITCH) database. The SNITCH database con-85

sists of two parts: SNITCH-SN is a subduction zone database containing data86

on subduction zones characteristics and megathrust seismicity presented in87

Heuret et al. (2011, 2012); Brizzi et al. (2018); Lallemand et al. (2018).88

SNITCH-T consists of characteristics of tsunamis caused by earthquakes89

compiled from NOAA NGDC/WDS Global Historical Tsunami data (Global90

Historical Tsunami Database, Retrieved: February 1, 2019). In the following,91

we describe how we assembled the SNITCH database in detail.92

2.1. SNITCH-SN: Subduction nature93

We use the subduction zone characteristics database of Brizzi et al. (2018),94

which is based on the database of Heuret et al. (2011, 2012). This database95

consists of 62 subduction zone segments (Fig. 1) derived from merging 50596

subduction zone transects based on homogeneous megathrust seismicity, ho-97

mogeneous seismogenic zone geometry, or rupture areas for Mw ≥ 8.0 earth-98

quakes confined in a single segment.99

We do not consider the trench-parallel extent of the subduction zone100

and upper plate nature parameters from the database presented in Brizzi101

et al. (2018), as they only provide limited physical meaning. We also do not102

consider the relative upper plate, trench, and subducting plate velocities in103

this database. Instead, we focus on the subduction and convergence velocities104
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independent of any reference frame to describe the kinematics of the system105

(DeMets et al., 1990).106

We add the parameters L∗ and Winterplate from Heuret et al. (2011) as107

measures for the along-strike length of the subduction segment and the seis-108

mogenic zone width, respectively. We also include two new parameters that109

quantify the roughness of the seafloor of the incoming plate prior to subduc-110

tion according to Lallemand et al. (2018): long (i.e., 80–100 km) and short111

(i.e., 12–20 km) wavelength roughness. These parameters serve as a proxy112

for the roughness on the subduction interface. The different wavelengths113

are sensitive to different styles of topographic features on the subducting114

plate. Short wavelength roughness is typically associated with small- and115

intermediate-sized seamounts. Long wavelength roughness typically relates116

to large seamounts, seamount chains, and oceanic ridges. To translate the117

data provided by Lallemand et al. (2018) to the format of the 62 subduction118

zone segments used here, we average the roughness values for all transects119

comprising one subduction segment. Our final SNITCH-SN database has 25120

different parameters (Table 1).121

The AvsE parameter denotes the type of margin in a subduction segment122

and can be either accretionary or erosional. Accretionary wedges are defined123

as margins where mass is being accreted over long periods of geological time124

(> 10 Myr). In contrast, mass is eroded at erosional margins. Material accre-125

tion can be facilitated through material transfer from the subducting plate126

to the overriding plate, by scraping off material at the trench or underplat-127

ing (Clift and Vannucchi, 2004). Accretionary margins can also experience128

short-lived periods of erosion. Similarly, erosional margins can experience129
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periods of accretion. For example, the Nankai subduction segment is an130

accretionary margin which experienced short periods of erosion (Clift and131

Vannucchi, 2004). These erosional periods could be induced by the subduc-132

tion of, for instance, a seamount. According to Clift and Vannucchi (2004),133

accretionary margins are typically associated with slow convergence rates134

vcn and larger trench sediment thickness Tsed. In contrast, erosional margins135

favour rapidly converging systems with less sediment cover (< 1 km) (Clift136

and Vannucchi, 2004).137

We sort the SNITCH-SN parameters in three different categories to sim-138

plify the analysis: megathrust seismicity, geometric, and tectonic parameters.139

The megathrust seismicity parameters result from earthquake observations140

from the ISC-GEM Global Instrumental Earthquake (Storchak et al., 2013)141

and Centennial-Harvard CMT catalogues spanning from 1900 up to 2007142

(see Heuret et al., 2011; Brizzi et al., 2018, for more details). The geometric143

parameters of the seismogenic zone are derived from megathrust seismicity144

from 1900 to 2007 according to Heuret et al. (2011) (Fig. 3). Therefore, the145

geometric parameters only shed light on the geometry of the seismogenic zone146

along the megathrust and do not include information on the geometry of the147

downgoing slab, overriding plate, splay or outer rise faults. Wintraslab consid-148

ers the entire downdip length of the slab and is derived from all intraslab149

earthquakes recorded in the area. The tectonic parameters are independent150

of any earthquake catalogue, and give insight into the nature of the sub-151

ducting and overriding plate, the large scale geometry of the system, such152

as the distance between the volcanic arc and the trench Darc−trench, and the153

kinematics of the subduction zone.154
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Table 1: Parameters in the SNITCH-SN database: sub-

duction nature

Symbol Parameter Unit

Megathrust seismicity parameters

Neq Number of earthquakes -

τ Seismicity rate: number of events per century and

per 103 km trench

-

CSM Cumulative seismic moment N m

Mmrr Equivalent representative magnitude in the sense

of Ruff and Kanamori (1980)

-

Mmax,GEM1900 Maximum Mw from 1900–2007 according to the

ISC-GEM catalogue

-

Mmax,Cent&CMT Maximum Mw from 1900–2007 according to the

Centennial & CMT catalogues

-

Mmax,GEM1960 Maximum Mw from 1960–2007 according to the

ISC-GEM catalogue

-

Geometric parameters (based on seismicity)

zmin Depth of the updip limit of the seismogenic zone km

zmax Depth of the downdip limit of the seismogenic zone km

xmin Distance from the trench of the updip limit of the

seismogenic zone

km

xmax Distance from the trench of the downdip limit of

the seismogenic zone

km

Winterplate Downdip width of the seismogenic zone km
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θ Dip of the megathrust ◦

R Curvature radius of the slab at the trench km

Wintraslab Downdip length of the slab km

Tectonic parameters

L∗ Trench-parallel extent of the subduction zone seg-

ment

km

A Age Myr

Darc−trench Mean distance between the volcanic arc and the

trench

km

UPS Upper plate strain -

1 = extension (E); 2 = neutral (N); 3 = compres-

sion (C)

Tsed Sediment thickness at the trench km

AvsE Type of margin -

0 = accretionary (A); 1 = erosional (E)

Rsw Short wavelength roughness (12-20 km) m

Rlw Long wavelength roughness (80-100 km) m

vsn Trench-normal component of the subduction ve-

locity from DeMets et al. (1990)

mm year−1

vcn Trench-normal component of the convergence ve-

locity from DeMets et al. (1990)

mm year−1
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Figure 1: All 329 definite tsunami events caused by an earthquake in the NOAA

NGDC/WDS Global Historical Tsunami Database that occurred from 1962 to 2018, or-

ganised into the subduction zone segments (dark blue) defined by Heuret et al. (2011).

Events are coloured by maximum observed water height.

2.2. SNITCH-T: Tsunamigenic earthquakes155

We download data from the NOAA NGDC/WDS Global Historical Tsunami156

Database (Global Historical Tsunami Database, Retrieved: February 1, 2019).157

We choose this database over the Global Tsunami Database of the Novosi-158

birsk Tsunami Laboratory of the Institute of Computational Mathematics159

and Mathematical Geophysics of Siberian Division of Russian Academy of160

Sciences (NTL/ICMMG SD RAS; Global Tsunami Database, 2100 BC to161

Present , 2019), because the NOAA database is better suited for studying the162

statistics on the occurrence of tsunamis (Gusiakov et al., 2019). We select163

definite tsunami events that were caused by an earthquake from 1962–2018.164

We choose 1962 to start our data retrieval, because of the instalment of the165
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World-Wide Standardised Seismograph Network that year, which ensured166

global monitoring of earthquakes. Prior to 1962, the NOAA NGDC/WDS167

Global Historical Tsunami Database is potentially incomplete. Using this168

time window, we extract 395 tsunamis. Because some of the parameters in169

the SNITCH-SN database are based on megathrust seismicity data up to170

2007 (Sec. 2.1), we make a second version of the SNITCH-T database that171

is limited to 2007, which consists of 284 tsunamis. Hence, there are two172

versions of the SNITCH-T database: SNITCH-T-2007 and SNITCH-T-2018.173

For each tsunami in the NOAA NGDC/WDS Global Historical Tsunami174

Database, we extract the tsunami source location (i.e., earthquake epicen-175

ter), maximum water height measured hw, tsunami magnitude Mt, tsunami176

intensity It, earthquake magnitude Mw, and earthquake hypocenter depth zf177

(i.e., the focal depth).178

The tsunami magnitude Mt is defined as (Iida et al., 1967)179

Mt = log2 h, (1)

where h is the maximum runup height of the tsunami wave.180

The tsunami intensity It is defined as (Soloviev and Go, 1974)181

It = log2

(√
2 · h

)
. (2)

We sort all tsunamis into the subduction zone segments defined by Heuret182

et al. (2011) based on their tsunami source location. For the SNITCH-T-183

2018 database, 66 events are situated outside the subduction zone segments.184

We remove these events from our analysis, as they are not associated with185

tsunamigenic earthquakes in subduction zones. This results in a total of 329186

tsunamis in the SNITCH-T-2018 database (Fig. 1). In the SNITCH-T-2007187
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database, 47 tsunamis are situated outside the subduction zone segments, so188

the final SNITCH-T-2007 database consists of 237 tsunamis.189

As the subduction zone segments consist of rectangular transects, they190

can overlap in some places. If a tsunami is placed in an area where two or191

more subduction zone segments overlap, we manually place it in a segment.192

For this purpose, we consider the depth of the earthquake, which better193

suggests with which subducting plate, and hence which subduction zone seg-194

ment, a tsunami should be associated. In total, there are 46 tsunamis (14%195

of all tsunamis in SNITCH-T-2018) that are manually sorted into subduction196

zone segments following this procedure.197

When all tsunami events are sorted in a subduction zone segment, we198

count the amount of tsunamis in each subduction zone (Nt,tot) and calculate199

the normalised number of tsunamis per km trench Nt200

Nt =
Nt,tot/L

∗

max(Nt,tot/L∗)
, (3)

where L∗ is the along-strike length of a subduction segment. For each seg-201

ment, we also calculate the maximum water height among all events that202

occurred in that segment, the average maximum water height observed for203

the events, the maximum and average tsunami magnitude and intensity, the204

average and minimum focal depth, and the minimum, average, and maximum205

earthquake magnitude that caused a tsunami in that segment. We then have206

13 parameters in the SNITCH-T database (Table 2). As the data in the207

NOAA NGDC/WDS Global Historical Tsunami Database is scarce for each208

tsunami, some subduction segments do not have values for all parameters.209

The only parameters for which we have a complete record for all subduction210

zone segments are Nt and Nt,tot. We deem Nt the most reliable quantity for211
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Table 2: Parameters in the SNITCH-T database: tsunamigenic earthquakes

Symbol Parameter Unit

Nt Normalised number of tsunamis per km trench -

Nt,tot Total number of tsunamis in a subduction zone segment -

hw,max Maximum water height observed for an event in a segment m

hw Average maximum water height of all events in a segment m

Mt,max Maximum tsunami magnitude observed for an event in a segment -

Mt Average tsunami magnitude of all events in a segment -

It,max Maximum tsunami intensity observed for an event in a segment -

It Average tsunami intensity of all events in a segment -

zf Average earthquake focal depth of all events in a segment km

zf,min Minimum earthquake focal depth in a segment km

Mw,max Maximum earthquake magnitude in a segment -

Mw Average earthquake magnitude of all events in a segment -

Mw,min Minimum earthquake magnitude in a segment -

robust insights on the relationship between tectonics and tsunamigenesis as212

it is normalised and not dependent on the size of the subduction segments.213

Therefore, we focus our analysis on Nt.214

3. Bivariate statistical analysis215

3.1. Methods216

We calculate the Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient Rp for217

SNITCH-T with itself and SNITCH-SN. The Pearson’s product-moment cor-218

relation coefficient gives insight into the linear correlation between two vari-219
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ables. To reduce the effect of outliers on linear correlations, we also calculate220

the Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ, in which the similarity or mono-221

tonicity between two variables is assessed, regardless of any linear relationship222

that might exist between them.223

To focus our analysis, we consider a relationship between two variables224

worthy of further investigation if both the Pearson and Spearman correlations225

are higher than or equal to 0.3 (Heuret et al., 2011) with p-values smaller than226

0.05 (i.e., there is less than a 5% chance that the null hypothesis of there being227

no correlation is true). p-values for the Spearman correlations are indicated228

by p and p-values for Pearson correlations are indicated by pp. For visualising229

our results, we show the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Sec. 3.2),230

because it typically shows the highest correlations. This is due to the fact231

that the data is not linear, and can more easily be described by a monotonic232

relationship. However, the differences in correlation coefficients between the233

two methods is on average only a few percent. The results for Pearson’s234

product-moment correlation coefficient can be found in the Supplementary235

Material.236

3.2. Results237

3.2.1. Tsunamigenic earthquakes238

Fig. 2 shows the correlation matrix for the Spearman’s rank correlation239

coefficients of SNITCH-T-2018 with itself. In this and the following figures,240

correlations that are significant under our definition in Sec. 3.1 are indicated241

by a red plus or minus sign depending on a positive or negative correlation,242

respectively. Additional scatter plots and numbers for the correlations and243

corresponding p-values can be found in the Supplementary Material.244
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The normalised number of tsunamis per km trench Nt and total number245

of tsunamis in a subduction zone segment Nt,tot correlate positively with the246

maximum water height hw,max (ρ = 0.44 and ρ = 0.56, respectively), which247

relates to the fact that the likelihood of a tsunami with high maximum water248

height is larger when sufficient tsunami events occur in a given subduction249

zone. A similar reasoning can be applied to the correlations between Nt and250

Nt,tot and Mw,max (ρ = 0.44 and ρ = 0.49, respectively), as a large number251

of tsunamigenic earthquakes in a subduction zone increases the likelihood of252

a big earthquake being the cause of such an event.253

The maximum water height parameters and Mt,max also correlate posi-254

tively with the maximum and average earthquake magnitude, which indicates255

that larger earthquakes produce larger wave heights and hence tsunami mag-256

nitudes and intensities.257

The average focal depth of the tsunamigenic earthquakes correlates pos-258

itively with the magnitude of the earthquake (ρ = 0.35), indicating that a259

larger earthquake magnitude corresponds to a deeper focal depth. This is260

reinforced by the correlation between the shallowest focal depth and the min-261

imum earthquake magnitude (ρ = 0.43). Hence, large tsunamigenic earth-262

quakes likely nucleate at larger focal depths.263

3.2.2. Megathrust seismicity264

The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient matrix of the tsunamigenic265

earthquake parameters of SNITCH-T-2007 and the megathrust seismicity pa-266

rameters of SNITCH-SN is shown in Fig. 3. Nt correlates well with the num-267

ber of earthquakes Neq (ρ = 0.57), the seismicity rate τ (ρ = 0.63), and the268

various measures of the maximum earthquake magnitude (0.34 < ρ < 0.46).269
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Figure 2: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for SNITCH-T-2018: tsunami and

tsunamigenic earthquake characteristics correlated with itself. Significant positive and

negative correlations worthy of further investigation as defined in Sec. 3.1 are indicated

by a red plus and minus sign, respectively. Abbreviations for parameters are explained in

Table 2.
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The maximum water height hw,max correlates with some megathrust seismic-270

ity parameters, such as the cumulative seismic moment CSM (ρ = 0.45),271

and the equivalent representative magnitude Mmrr (ρ = 0.43). This indicates272

that larger wave heights can be associated with larger earthquakes. The273

maximum and average maximum magnitude of tsunamigenic earthquakes in274

a subduction zone correlate well with all the megathrust seismicity measures275

(0.3 < ρ < 0.76), with the exception of Mmax,Cent&CMT for Mw.276

3.2.3. Geometry of the seismogenic zone and slab277

There are few correlations between the geometric parameters describing278

the seismogenic zone and subducting slab in SNITCH-SN and the tsunami-279

genic earthquake parameters of SNITCH-T-2007 (Fig. 3). The only signifi-280

cant correlations are found between the dip of the subduction zone θ and the281

average earthquake focal depth zf (ρ = 0.46). This indicates that a larger282

dip results in a larger focal depth, which is to be expected as a larger dip of a283

subducting plate (i.e., a steeper slab) is often associated with a deeper seis-284

mogenic zone limit. The negative relationship between zf and the radius of285

curvature R (ρ = -0.40) reflects the same physical explanation. The average286

and minimum tsunamigenic earthquake magnitude also correlate positively287

with the dip of the subduction zone.288

3.2.4. Tectonics of the subduction system289

The tectonic parameters describe the large scale structure, geometry,290

kinematics, and nature of the subduction zone. Since the tectonic param-291

eters are not influenced by a limited observational time span, we correlate292

them with the SNITCH-T-2018 database (Fig. 4).293
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Figure 3: (a) Diagram showing how the geometric parameters in the SNITCH-SN database

are estimated based on the extent of megathrust seismicity (yellow stars). (b,c) Spear-

man’s rank correlation coefficients for SNITCH-T-2007 correlated with (b) the megathrust

seismicity and (c) the geometric parameters (based on seismicity) of SNITCH-SN. Signifi-

cant positive and negative correlations worthy of further investigation as defined in Sec. 3.1

are indicated by a red plus and minus sign, respectively. Abbreviations for parameters are

explained in Table 2.

We find a positive correlation between the type of margin AvsE and Nt294

(ρ = 0.35), which translates to erosional margins being associated more with295

tsunamigenic earthquakes. This is corroborated by the negative correlation296

between Nt and Tsed (ρ = -0.40).297

Nt correlates positively with the trench-normal component of the sub-298

duction and convergence velocity (vsn and vcn; ρ = 0.66 and ρ = 0.47, re-299
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Figure 4: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for SNITCH-T-2018 correlated with

tectonic parameters of SNITCH-SN. Significant positive and negative correlations worthy

of further investigation as defined in Sec. 3.1 are indicated by a red plus and minus sign,

respectively. Abbreviations for parameters are explained in Table 2.

spectively), which complies with the assumption that more tsunamigenic300

earthquakes would be recorded during the same time span in settings where301

the stress build-up is more rapid. This also holds for non-tsunamigenic earth-302

quakes (McCaffrey, 2008; Corbi et al., 2017b).303

The maximum tsunami magnitude correlates positively (ρ = 0.33) with304

the upper plate strain, meaning that compressional upper plates are more305

often associated with larger tsunami magnitudes. The average focal depth of306

tsunamigenic earthquakes zf shows a negative relationship with Tsed (ρ = -307

0.47), and a positive correlation with AvsE (ρ = 0.35), indicating erosional308
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margins are more associated with a larger average focal depth.309

The average focal depth also correlates with both velocity measures. In310

line with Nt, the maximum tsunamigenic earthquake magnitude Mt,max cor-311

relates with the trench-normal component of the subduction velocity vsn312

(ρ = 0.40).313

Fig. 5 shows scatter plots of Nt versus the tectonic parameters (Table 2).314

There are trends visible between AvsE, vsn, and vcn versus Nt as expected315

from the high correlations found by the Spearman and Pearson methods.316

Large Nt only occurs for low sediment thickness Tsed. There also seems to317

be a trend for both seafloor roughness parameters, indicating that a rougher318

seafloor is associated with more tsunamis. This is confirmed by the signif-319

icant (p < 0.05), relatively high (ρ = 0.32 for Rsw and ρ = 0.30 for Rlw)320

Spearman rank correlations for both Rsw and Rlw, although no significant,321

high correlations are found for the Pearson’s coefficient. The two subduction322

zone segments with the highest normalised number of tsunamis Nt are Japan323

and South-Kuril. Because of their high Nt, they are often outliers.324

4. Multivariate statistical analysis325

4.1. Methods326

Following Sandri et al. (2004); Brizzi et al. (2018), we use the Fisher dis-327

criminant method (e.g., Duda et al., 1973) to perform a pattern recognition328

analysis focused at discovering combinations of parameters that could pro-329

mote the occurrence of tsunamigenic earthquakes. We only consider the tec-330

tonic parameters of the SNITCH-SN database to take advantage of the larger331

amount of data in the corresponding SNITCH-T-2018 database. We exclude332
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Figure 5: Scatter plots showing the relation between the normalised number of tsunami-

genic earthquakes per km trench Nt and (a) the age of the subducting plate A; (b) the

distance between the volcanic arc and the trench Darc−trench; (c) the upper plate strain

UPS; (d) the sediment thickness at the trench Tsed; (e) the type of margin AvsE; (f) the

short wavelength (i.e., 12–20 km) roughness Rsw; (g) the trench-normal component of the

subduction velocity vsn; (h) the trench-normal component of the convergence velocity vcn;

and (i) the long wavelength (i.e., 80–100 km) roughness Rlw. Each dot represents one of

the 62 subduction zone segment. Correlation coefficients and p-values are indicated for

both the Spearman and Pearson methods. The names of the subduction zone segments are

indicated for isolated points in the scatter plots. The threshold of 0.2 for the multivariate

analysis is indicated by the blue rectangle.
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L∗, because this parameter solely depends on the choice of the subduction333

zone segments and does not represent a physical feature of the subduction334

system.335

We first identify linear combinations that can divide the subduction zone336

segments in two classes based on Nt, with class 1 containing subduction zone337

segments with few tsunamigenic earthquakes (i.e., Nt < 0.2), and class 2338

containing subduction zone segments with a large number of tsunamigenic339

earthquakes (i.e., Nt ≥ 0.2). The threshold of 0.2 is chosen because it seems340

to naturally divide the data in the case of the bivariate analysis, as shown in341

the scatter plots of the age, sediment thickness, and type of margin in Fig. 5.342

The Fisher discriminant analysis typically consists of a learning phase, a343

voting phase, and control experiments (e.g., Sandri et al., 2004, and references344

therein). However, following Brizzi et al. (2018), we confine our analysis to345

the learning phase due to the limited amount of data. During the learning346

phase, an input set of n parameters is used to identify all the possible linear347

combinations consisting of k = 1, ..., n parameters. To distinguish the effect348

of multiple parameters that could be interdependent, we run 36 Fisher anal-349

yses to systematically test the effect of the parameters. The parameters A,350

Darc−trench, and UPS are independent parameters that are always included351

in the analysis. Tsed and AvsE (i.e., the type of margin: accretionary or352

erosional) are dependent on each other as larger sediment thickness is usu-353

ally associated with accretionary margins, whereas small sediment thickness354

is typically associated with erosional margins. Hence, 3 different test cases355

need to be run: one in which both parameters are included and two where356

each parameter is included separately. The same reasoning holds for the two357
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measures of incoming plate roughness Rsw and Rlw. We adopt a simular358

reasoning for the velocities vsn, vcn, but we also include the option to exclude359

both velocities from the linear combination, because they could potentially360

relate to the limited time span of observations in addition to a physical mech-361

anism. This then results in a total of 3 · 3 · 4 = 36 different sets of input362

parameters for the Fisher analysis. For a given set of input parameters,363

there is one linear combination with a minimum number of parameters km364

that minimises the error: the optimal linear combination (Fig. 6). For each365

analysis, we automatically detect this optimal linear combination when the366

error reduction by including more parameters into the analysis becomes less367

than 5% with respect to the initial error in the case of including only one368

parameter. Hence, we end up with an optimal linear combination for each of369

the 36 Fisher analyses. The coefficients in the linear combinations indicate370

the importance of a parameter in the combination.371

To systematically determine which parameters are the most important372

for generating tsunamigenic earthquakes, we look at three measures: (i) the373

fraction that a parameter is picked in the best linear combination for a Fisher374

analysis when it is part of the input; (ii) the normalised average coefficient of375

a parameter based on all Fisher analyses for which it is included in best linear376

combination; (iii) the maximum fraction of a consistent sign (i.e., positive377

or negative) of the coefficient of a parameter to account for the robustness of378

the effect of the parameter in the linear combination. We define the measure379

of relative importance RI of a parameter as the multiplication of these three380

measures.381
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Figure 6: Representative Fisher analysis for one set of input parameters (listed at the

top). When a parameter is included in the linear combination, a red symbol indicates

how it promotes class 2 (Nt ≥ 0.2). Hence, a plus indicates that larger values of a

parameter are associated with class 2. For discrete parameters, letters indicate the most

favourable setting for class 2 (Table 1). The right panel shows the error reduction when

more parameters are included in the linear combination. The optimal linear combination

for which the error is maximally reduced for the least amount of features included in the

linear combination is indicated by black lines.
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4.2. Results382

Fig. 6 shows the results for one representative Fisher analysis. The input383

parameters used in the test are indicated at the top, and the resulting coeffi-384

cients of the linear combinations for different numbers of parameters allowed385

in the linear combination (on the y-axis) is indicated by the colours in each386

row. Parameters are part of the linear combination when a red symbol is387

present in the relevant square.388

If only one parameter is used to distinguish the two classes of few (class389

1; Nt < 0.2) and many (class 2; Nt ≥ 0.2) tsunamigenic earthquakes, the390

type of margin AvsE is the deciding factor. In this case, an erosional margin391

is more favourable to produce many tsunamis. When a second parameter392

is allowed to enter the linear combination that divides the two classes, the393

trench-normal component of the subduction velocity is picked by the Fisher394

algorithm. The positive coefficient indicates that a large subduction velocity395

correlates to class 2, i.e., many tsunamigenic earthquakes. These two param-396

eters, AvsE and vsn, also exhibited high correlations in the bivariate analysis397

(Sec. 3.2.4). The combination of these two parameters is also the optimal398

linear combination as defined in Sec. 4.1. The error is namely reduced the399

most with respect to the least amount of features required to divide the two400

classes. When a third parameter enters the linear combination, the upper401

plate strain UPS is picked by the Fisher analysis. An overriding plate that402

experienced compression is associated with many tsunamis. Simultaneously,403

the long wavelength roughness Rlw is picked instead of the subduction ve-404

locity, indicating that a rougher incoming plate is associated with the class405

of many tsunamis. With four parameters, the upper plate strain is removed406
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from the linear combination, and instead the sediment thickness Tsed and the407

distance between the volcanic arc and the trench Darc−trench are picked. As408

Darc−trench can be related to the dip of a slab, with large Darc−trench being asso-409

ciated with a more shallowly dipping slab, a positive coefficient in the linear410

combination could hint at a relationship between shallowly dipping slabs and411

tsunamigenic earthquakes. The negative coefficient of the sediment thickness412

Tsed associated here with many tsunamis is in line with the erosional mar-413

gin that is consistently present in almost all linear combinations. When all414

9 parameters are included in the linear combination, which is theoretically415

possible, the error is higher compared to the best linear combination. This416

indicates that including more parameters into the linear combination does417

not necessarily improve it. Also note that the parameters chosen for the418

linear combinations can differ completely when a different number of param-419

eters is allowed for the linear combination. The sign of the parameter can420

also change for different numbers of parameters. When the sign consistently421

remains the same over all linear combinations and Fisher analyses, we deem422

the effect of the parameter on dividing the two classes to be robust. In sum-423

mary, for the example Fisher analysis of Fig. 6, the linear combination that424

best describes the difference between the two classes with these parameters425

as input consists of the type of margin and the subduction velocity.426

When we consider all 36 Fisher analyses, the amount of parameters in-427

cluded in the best linear combination is on average 2.9. The maximum428

amount of parameters included in the optimal linear combination is 6. The429

error associated with the best linear combination is on average 0.22. This430

corresponds to an average of 10.5 segments (25.6%) that are classified in the431
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wrong class according to the optimal linear combination. The best linear432

combinations for each of the 36 Fisher analyses that were run for different433

combinations of input parameters are shown in Fig. 7. Several variables ap-434

pear to stand out, such as the type of margin (consistently erosional) and the435

subduction velocity (consistently positive). We summarise the main findings436

of these 36 analyses in Fig. 8, by calculating the relative importance of each437

parameter as described in Sec. 4.1.438

The most important parameter, with a relative importance of 0.86, is the439

type of margin, i.e., accretionary or erosional. When it is included in the440

input parameters of the Fisher analysis, it is picked 95.8% of the time in441

the best linear combination. After that, the second most important parame-442

ter is the trench-normal component of the subduction velocity with relative443

importance 0.66, which is picked 66.7% of the time. The third most impor-444

tant parameter is the sediment thickness with RI = 0.46, which is picked445

50% of the time. The long wavelength roughness has a relative importance446

of 0.32 and the trench-normal component of the convergence velocity has447

RI = 0.28. The other parameters show low measures of relative importance448

with RI < 0.1. Hence, based on these results, subduction zones are more449

prone to host tsunamigenic earthquakes at an erosional margin with few450

sediments and a rough incoming seafloor in a rapidly converging system.451

5. Discussion452

We compiled the SNITCH database consisting of tsunami characteris-453

tics, tsunamigenic earthquake parameters, megathrust seismicity, seismo-454

genic zone geometry, and tectonic parameters of subduction zones across455
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Figure 7: The best linear combination for each Fisher analysis. When a parameter is

included in the linear combination, a red symbol indicates how it promotes class 2 (Nt ≥

0.2). Hence, a plus indicates that larger values of a parameter are associated with class 2.

For discrete parameters, letters indicate the most favourable setting for class 2 (Table 1).

If parameters are not included in the input for a test, the area is dotted. Note that the

best linear combination of Fig. 6 is included here as well and highlighted by horizontal

black lines.
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Figure 8: The relative importance of parameters (Sec. 4.1) as calculated from the Fisher

analyses presented in Fig. 7. For parameters with a relative importance RI > 0.2, text in

the bars indicates how the parameter promotes many tsunamigenic earthquakes (class 2).

the world. The bivariate analysis (Sec. 3) shows that the normalised number456

of tsunamis per km trench Nt correlates with some of the interplate seismicity457

and tectonic parameters in SNITCH-SN. However, Nt shows no correlation458

with the geometric parameters describing the seismogenic zone. Specifically,459

meaningful correlations are found with the type of margin (i.e., accretionary460

or erosional), the trench-normal components of the subduction and conver-461

gence velocity of the subduction zone, the sediment thickness, seismicity462

rate, and measures of maximum earthquake magnitude in a subduction zone463
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segment.464

The multivariate analysis of the tectonic parameters points towards the465

same parameters identified in the bivariate analysis and to the incoming466

plate roughness, to distinguish subduction zones with a lower (Nt < 0.2)467

and higher number of tsunamigenic earthquakes (Nt ≥ 0.2). Specifically, we468

find that rough incoming plates at erosional margins, in rapidly converging469

systems have produced more tsunamigenic earthquakes during the analysed470

time span.471

In the following, we discuss which - if any - tectonic setting is more472

favourable for tsunamigenic earthquakes and how this could affect tsunami-473

genesis. We also speculate which kind of fault is likely to be the most im-474

portant in producing tsunamigenic earthquakes, because we did not find a475

correlation with the seismogenic zone geometry parameters.476

5.1. Are there specific tectonic settings where more tsunamigenic earthquakes477

have been observed?478

We find multiple significant correlations and patterns in both the bivari-479

ate and multivariate analyses, indicating that certain parameters are indeed480

correlated with an increased amount of observed tsunamis. So, we show that481

there are indeed specific tectonic settings where more tsunamigenic earth-482

quakes have been observed. Therefore, we speculate that there are specific483

tectonic settings that could be more prone to host tsunamigenic earthquakes484

(Sec. 5.2). However, most scatter plots still contain outliers (Fig. 5) and there485

are always at least 8 segments incorrectly classified in the multivariate anal-486

ysis (Sec. 4.2). Besides that, for some parameters no clear correlation can be487

discerned at all. This is partly due to the limited amount of data for the 62488
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Figure 9: Cartoon of a tectonic setting more prone to host tsunamigenic earthquakes. A

subducting slab with little sediments and a rough incoming seafloor subducts relatively

rapidly beneath a continental plate at an erosional margin.

subduction zone segments. Most parameters in the SNITCH database do not489

have values for each subduction zone segment due to a lack of observations.490

In addition, we only consider a limited observational time span for the491

data in this study, with the earthquake data limited to 1900–2007 and the492

tsunami data limited to 1962–2018 (or, for comparison to the earthquake493

parameters, 2007). This time span is constrained due to the availability of494

global observations and could incur a bias in our results.495

Interestingly, the seismogenic zone geometry parameters (Sec. 3.2.3) do496

not correlate with Nt, which can have different explanations. First, it might497

be that the amount of data present in our tsunami databases is too scarce to498

result in any significant correlation (Fig. 3). However, other parameters do499

show significant correlations, so this option is not necessarily true. An alter-500
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native explanation might be that the megathrust is not the most important501

fault in tsunamigenesis. Because of that, the seismogenic zone parameters502

that define the potential slip area on the megathrust do not correlate with503

Nt. We explore this option in more detail in Sec. 5.3.504

5.2. Which tectonic setting is more prone to host tsunamigenic earthquakes?505

Our analysis shows that subduction zones where the incoming plate subducts506

rapidly at an erosional margin are more prone to generate tsunamis through507

earthquakes (Fig.9). Our analysis also highlights the importance of having508

a thin sediment layer in the subduction segment in order to be associated509

with more tsunamigenic earthquakes. The effect of a thin sediment layer on510

tsunamigenic earthquake occurrence in subduction zones fits well with the511

importance of erosional margins, because sediment-starved trenches are often512

associated with erosional margins. However, this does not mean that ero-513

sional margins are completely devoid of sediment cover (Clift and Vannucchi,514

2004). It has been suggested that the presence of sediments could enhance515

tsunamigenesis, by promoting larger uplift (Ma and Nie, 2019). This could516

explain the large range of Nt for subduction zone segments with moderate517

sediment cover (i.e., Tsed ≤ 2 km; Fig. 5d). Therefore, erosional margins518

with a small sedimentary wedge may be more prone to host tsunamigenic519

earthquakes. The negative correlation between sediment thickness and the520

amount of normalised tsunamis in a subduction zone segment could also be521

related to the effect of sediment thickness on the recurrence time of earth-522

quakes (Brizzi et al., 2017). Their numerical models show that less sediment523

cover results in a smaller seismogenic zone with a shorter recurrence inter-524

val. Here, we find that subduction zone segments with a thick sedimentary525
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layer — and, presumably, a larger recurrence interval — have produced less526

tsunamis, which could be a result of the limited observational time span of527

the SNITCH database (Sec. 5.1). One outlier that is apparent in Fig. 5e is the528

Nankai subduction segment, which has produced relatively many tsunamis529

even though it is an accretionary margin rather than erosional. However,530

the Nankai segment has experienced periods of erosion (Clift and Vannucchi,531

2004), which might explain why it has experienced more tsunamis than the532

other accretionary margins. The Nankai subduction segment is also charac-533

terised by a rough subducting plate with many topographical features such534

as seamounts (Yokota et al., 2016). Since we find that rough subducting535

plates are associated with more tsunamigenic earthquakes, this could also536

contribute towards the reason as to why Nankai is an outlier.537

The importance of the trench-normal components of the subduction and538

convergence velocity can be explained through the general relationship be-539

tween earthquakes and tsunamis also found in the bivariate analysis (Sec. 3.2;540

Fig. 3). In a subduction zone with a high subduction or convergence velocity,541

the stresses are built up faster and hence released more often in earthquakes,542

resulting in a shorter recurrence interval. More earthquakes generally means543

a larger likelihood of those earthquakes producing tsunamis. Since our study544

is restricted to a specific time interval for tsunamigenic earthquake observa-545

tions, it is indeed likely that the subduction zones with a higher convergence546

velocity have produced more tsunamigenic earthquakes in this time period547

(McCaffrey, 2008; Corbi et al., 2017a). An alternative explanation for the548

importance of the velocities could be that large convergence velocities are typ-549

ically associated with erosional margins (Clift and Vannucchi, 2004). Since550
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we find that erosional margins are the most important factor for increased551

tsunamigenesis, it follows that the two aspects associated most with erosional552

margins, i.e., fast convergence and a thin sediment cover, are also highlighted553

in our analysis as important factors for tsunamigenesis.554

Other studies have already linked sediment thickness at the trench and555

seafloor roughness to tsunami earthquakes (Tanioka et al., 1997; Polet and556

Kanamori, 2000). The combination of a thin sediment layer at the trench and557

a rough seafloor in particular has already been pointed out for 13 tsunami558

earthquake regions at 7 different subduction zones (i.e., Sumatra, Java,559

Hokkaido and the Kurils, Aleutians, Nicaragua, Peru, and New Zealand) by560

Geersen (2019). They looked at structural similarities between marine acous-561

tic data. Our study strengthens this view by providing the first global, statis-562

tical analysis of the effect of these parameters on tsunamigenic earthquakes,563

which include both tsunami earthquakes and large megathrust earthquakes564

that caused tsunamis. The amount of trench sediments and the roughness565

of the seafloor are often considered as related, because thick piles of sedi-566

ment entering the trench could potentially smooth out the topography on567

the incoming plate (Ruff, 1989). It is generally thought that a rough in-568

coming seafloor and lack of sediments leads to a complex, heavily fractured569

shallow subduction interface (Dominguez et al., 1998; Wang and Bilek, 2011,570

2014; Ruh et al., 2016). Such a heavily fractured environment could promote571

tsunamigenic earthquakes, because of the increased presence of splay faults572

that can accommodate large vertical displacement.573
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5.3. Which type of fault produces tsunamigenic earthquakes?574

Large tsunamis have been caused by large earthquakes that ruptured575

the megathrust, such as the 2004 Mw 9.1–9.3 Sumatra-Andaman (e.g., Lay576

et al., 2005; Titov et al., 2005), 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule (e.g., Delouis et al.,577

2010), and 2011 Mw 9.0 Tōhoku-Oki earthquake (e.g., Fujii et al., 2011;578

Ozawa et al., 2011). They have also been caused by smaller earthquakes579

that potentially ruptured outer rise or splay faults, such as the 1933 Mw8.4580

Sanriku (Kanamori, 1971), 1946 Unimak Alaska (von Huene et al., 2016),581

and 2006 Java (Fan et al., 2017) tsunami earthquakes. Simultaneously, splay582

faults could also play a role during large megathrust earthquakes, as sug-583

gested for the 2004 Mw 9.1–9.3 Sumatra-Andaman (DeDontney and Rice,584

2012; Waldhauser et al., 2012) and the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule (Melnick et al.,585

2012) earthquakes.586

Our study shows a lack of correlations between Nt and the seismogenic587

zone geometry parameters, as discussed in Sec. 5.1. This could result from588

the fact that the megathrust is not the most important fault to produce589

tsunamigenic earthquakes. Indeed, many studies have proposed that outer590

rise or splay faults play an important role for tsunamigenesis (e.g., Fukao,591

1979; Wendt et al., 2009; Sladen and Trevisan, 2018). Slip on these types of592

faults, which are typically steeper than the megathrust, could result in larger593

vertical displacement compared to megathrust events. This could explain the594

discrepancy between earthquake moment magnitude and tsunami magnitude595

observed during tsunami earthquakes (Kanamori, 1972). It could also explain596

why we find that erosional margins have produced more tsunamigenic earth-597

quakes, since they are typically associated with a heavily fractured environ-598
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ment including splay faults. Hence, we speculate that faults other than the599

megathrust might play an equally, or more, important role in tsunamigenesis.600

6. Conclusions601

We compiled the SNITCH database, which contains global data on earth-602

quake and tectonic subduction zone features, tsunamis, and tsunamigenic603

earthquakes for 62 subduction segments. In the performed bivariate anal-604

ysis, we find correlations between the normalised number of tsunamigenic605

earthquakes per km trench Nt of the SNITCH-T database and some of the606

tectonic parameters of the SNITCH-SN database (i.e., the type of margin:607

accretionary or erosional, the trench-normal components of the subduction608

and convergence velocity, and the sediment thickness at the trench).609

The multivariate analysis explores the relationships between the tectonic610

parameters and the tsunamigenic potential of a subduction zone further. The611

type of margin (i.e., erosional or accretionary) and the subduction and con-612

vergence velocity normal to the trench are the most crucial parameters to613

sort the subduction zones between a class with few tsunamigenic earthquakes614

(Nt < 0.2) and a class with many tsunamigenic earthquakes (Nt ≥ 0.2).615

Other parameters of secondary importance for this division are the long wave-616

length roughness and the sediment thickness at the trench. Tsunamigenic617

earthquakes therefore appear to be more common in rapidly converging, ero-618

sional subduction settings, with a rough incoming plate and low amounts of619

sediments at the trench. These settings are characterised by heavily fractured620

and complex, heterogeneous shallow subduction interfaces arising from the621

rough seafloor and the lack of sediments smoothing the interface. Tsunami-622
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genic earthquakes may be more common in such settings, because of the623

presence of more splay faults, which could accommodate larger vertical dis-624

placements.625
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